Mojo Access
Fast, Reliable WiFi for Every Application, Every Location, Every Time

What Mojo Delivers

A high degree of automation to save time and resources
An intuitive interface that simplifies all WiFi activities
Easy methods to extend capabilities and data to other systems for greater visibility

How Mojo Helps You

• Distribute policies across any number of locations with a single click
• Simplify your day with automated activities like policy propagation, reporting and system updates
• Pull high level and granular details to see exactly what is happening on your network
• Identify and solve problems fast to keep your networks at optimal performance
• Change configurations and check the health of your network from any device no matter where you are
• Easily support bandwidth-intensive applications across every device with the latest in WiFi technology

Demo
Want to learn more? Of course you do! An intimate demo is the best way to learn more about Mojo Networks and what we can do to bring you the best wireless platform for every need.

Evaluation
After we show you what Mojo is all about, we want you to see it for yourself. Be sure to ask your rep about our no-obligation 14-day trial.

Contact us
877-930-6394
myrep@mojonetworks.com
www.mojonetworks.com
You can also contact your local reseller to learn more about what Mojo can do for you.
Mojo Cloud Managed WiFi Access

The cloud enables Mojo to support the entire access workflow, from access point setup and WiFi configuration through network optimization and support response. The goal is simple:

INSTALL & CONFIGURE

- Logical site organization
- Automated policy propagation
- Zero-touch device provisioning

MONITOR & OPTIMIZE

- Customizable dashboards
- Heat map visualization
- RF optimization and client handling

RESPOND & ACT

- Remote troubleshooting
- Graphical packet analyzer
- Scheduled cloud and device updates

Unique WiFi Access Features

These are just a few key features Mojo delivers with its cloud managed platform to bring the best to wireless access everywhere

Mojo Wireless Manager is a single pane-of-glass for all network and security policy workflows

Mojo Navigator provides a unique way of organizing WiFi networks for easy deployment and monitoring

Mojo Nano is a mobile-optimized experience for quick and easy WiFi set-up

Mojo Packets is the industry’s only cloud-hosted graphical packet analyzer for WiFi troubleshooting

About Mojo Networks, Inc.

Mojo Networks is redefining the modern WiFi platform. Imagine the scalability to set up millions of access points with a few clicks, all from your smartphone. Envision an Internet experience that engages users with your business to drive results. Stay secure on the same WiFi cloud powering Fortune 500s, Global 2000s and the highest levels of government. And enjoy the cost savings of a cloud-first solution without the pricey markup of proprietary hardware. Welcome to the era of prolific connectivity. Founded in 2003, Mojo Networks (formerly known as AirTight Networks), serves customers in the Fortune 500, Global 2000 and large carriers around the world. Set up a free trial of Mojo Networks today at www.mojonetworks.com.